
23/11/2016 

MR Greg Bowman 
44 Oceanview Road ST 
Freshwater NSW 2096 

RE: Mod2016/0293 - 80 Evans Street FRESHWATER NSW 2096

Objection to an extension of Hours Application on the Harbord Diggers Development.
This is a very large building site with Heavy machinery and extreme noise for the duration of 
the working day, adjacent to and centrally located within a very much residential area. Much 
niosier than a regular house build.
The street from hours before and after are innundated with a huge number of back to back 
heavy vehicles making transport slow, difficult and dangerous. They run their engines and park 
noisely in our street and car park in the dark of early morning already - prior to construction 
work even beginning.
Already we have breaches of Hours of Construction as the Diggers appear to ignore any 
constraints put on them - operating some 3 hours after the 5pm curfew even tonight (Wed Nov 
23rd) showing that they cannot be trusted to adhere to council agreements.
It would be extremely disruptive to our lives as a family to have this extreme noise and 
disruption occurring beyond 5pm and certainly for most of the day on Saturday..
In addition I am a professional composer - currently composing the Music for the 
Commonwealth Games - my studio backs on to Evans Street and I am unable to compose or 
record in any way until construction stops each day due the noise. This is incredibly difficult 
and as a result I have had to change my entire working hours which has had a dramtic and 
negative effect on our lives. 
This request is unreasonable and unfair to the many residents - who are long term residents in 
your council constituency.
We look forward to the Council supporting the residents in not allowing the already significant 
disruption to our lives to be increased.
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